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Difração 

y / A radio telescope.

x / An image of the Pleiades
star cluster. The circular rings
around the bright stars are due to
single-slit diffraction at the mouth
of the telescope’s tube.

An important scientific example of single-slit di↵raction is in
telescopes. Images of individual stars, as in figure x, are a good way
to examine di↵raction e↵ects, because all stars except the sun are so
far away that no telescope, even at the highest magnification, can
image their disks or surface features. Thus any features of a star’s
image must be due purely to optical e↵ects such as di↵raction. A
prominent cross appears around the brightest star, and dimmer ones
surround the dimmer stars. Something like this is seen in most tele-
scope photos, and indicates that inside the tube of the telescope
there were two perpendicular struts or supports. Light di↵racted
around these struts. You might think that di↵raction could be elim-
inated entirely by getting rid of all obstructions in the tube, but the
circles around the stars are di↵raction e↵ects arising from single-
slit di↵raction at the mouth of the telescope’s tube! (Actually we
have not even talked about di↵raction through a circular opening,
but the idea is the same.) Since the angular sizes of the di↵racted
images depend on �/a, the only way to improve the resolution of
the images is to increase the diameter, a, of the tube. This is one
of the main reasons (in addition to light-gathering power) why the
best telescopes must be very large in diameter.
self-check D
What would this imply about radio telescopes as compared with visible-
light telescopes? . Answer, p.
107

Double-slit di↵raction is easier to understand conceptually than
single-slit di↵raction, but if you do a double-slit di↵raction experi-
ment in real life, you are likely to encounter a complicated pattern
like figure z/1, rather than the simpler one, 2, you were expecting.
This is because the slits are fairly big compared to the wavelength
of the light being used. We really have two di↵erent distances in
our pair of slits: d, the distance between the slits, and w, the width
of each slit. Remember that smaller distances on the object the
light di↵racts around correspond to larger features of the di↵raction
pattern. The pattern 1 thus has two spacings in it: a short spac-
ing corresponding to the large distance d, and a long spacing that
relates to the small dimension w.

Discussion Question
A Why is it optically impossible for bacteria to evolve eyes that use
visible light to form images?
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A luz se propaga em linha reta
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A luz se propaga em linha reta?
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Difração da Luz
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Difração	  
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Cada ponto da frente de onda se 
comporta como se fosse uma fonte 
puntual que emite frentes de onda 
secundárias, 

As frentes de onda secundárias 
interferem, produzindo interferências 
construtivas ou destrutivas, de acordo 
com a diferença de fase entre elas 
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A figura representa uma frente de onda plana atravessando uma fenda de abertura a, e 
no anteparo se observam regiões claras e escuras. No centro do anteparo y=0

Difração de Fraunhofer- D>>a
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Considerando D>>a, o ângulo θ é o mesmo para os raios vizinhos, 1  e 2, 2 e 3, 
etc. e a diferença de caminho entre dois raios vizinhos é δ

Difração de Fraunhofer - D>>a
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Interferência entre 1 e 2
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A mesma condição será satisfeita para os raios 2 e 3, na metade 
inferior
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Dividindo a fenda em N trechos

Δ∆h=a/N

Δ∆h=a/N

δ

θ
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θδ hsenΔ=

A diferença de caminho entre duas ondas 
partindo de pontos vizinhos : θδ sen

N
a=
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Dividindo a fenda em N trechos

Δ∆h=a/N
θ

A diferença de caminho 
entre duas ondas só 
depende de θ

θδ sen
N
a=



Distribuição de intensidade
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Difração por uma abertura circular

Φ=1,22λ/DΦ=diâmetro do primeiro anel escuro
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Difração e 
Interferência 
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aa / Light could take many
different paths from A to B.

z / 1. A diffraction pattern formed by a real double slit. The width of each slit is fairly big compared to
the wavelength of the light. This is a real photo. 2. This idealized pattern is not likely to occur in real life. To get
it, you would need each slit to be so narrow that its width was comparable to the wavelength of the light, but
that’s not usually possible. This is not a real photo. 3. A real photo of a single-slit diffraction pattern caused by
a slit whose width is the same as the widths of the slits used to make the top pattern.

5.8
R

? The Principle of Least Time
In sections 1.5 and 4.4, we saw how in the ray model of light,

both refraction and reflection can be described in an elegant and
beautiful way by a single principle, the principle of least time. We
can now justify the principle of least time based on the wave model
of light. Consider an example involving reflection, aa. Starting at
point A, Huygens’ principle for waves tells us that we can think of
the wave as spreading out in all directions. Suppose we imagine all
the possible ways that a ray could travel from A to B. We show
this by drawing 25 possible paths, of which the central one is the
shortest. Since the principle of least time connects the wave model
to the ray model, we should expect to get the most accurate results
when the wavelength is much shorter than the distances involved —
for the sake of this numerical example, let’s say that a wavelength is
1/10 of the shortest reflected path from A to B. The table, 2, shows
the distances traveled by the 25 rays.

Note how similar are the distances traveled by the group of 7
rays, indicated with a bracket, that come closest to obeying the
principle of least time. If we think of each one as a wave, then
all 7 are again nearly in phase at point B. However, the rays that
are farther from satisfying the principle of least time show more
rapidly changing distances; on reuniting at point B, their phases
are a random jumble, and they will very nearly cancel each other
out. Thus, almost none of the wave energy delivered to point B
goes by these longer paths. Physically we find, for instance, that
a wave pulse emitted at A is observed at B after a time interval
corresponding very nearly to the shortest possible path, and the
pulse is not very “smeared out” when it gets there. The shorter
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u / Single-slit diffraction of
water waves.

v / Single-slit diffraction of
red light. Note the double width
of the central maximum.

w / A pretty good simulation
of the single-slit pattern of figure
u, made by using three motors to
produce overlapping ripples from
three neighboring points in the
water.

t / A double-slit diffraction pattern
(top), and a pattern made by five
slits (bottom).

down the central fringe dramatically. The same is true for all the
other fringes as well, and since the same amount of energy is con-
centrated in narrower di↵raction fringes, each fringe is brighter and
easier to see, t.

This is an example of a more general fact about di↵raction: if
some feature of the di↵racting object is repeated, the locations of
the maxima and minima are unchanged, but they become narrower.

Taking this reasoning to its logical conclusion, a di↵racting ob-
ject with thousands of slits would produce extremely narrow fringes.
Such an object is called a di↵raction grating.

5.7 Single-Slit Diffraction
If we use only a single slit, is there di↵raction? If the slit is not

wide compared to a wavelength of light, then we can approximate
its behavior by using only a single set of Huygens ripples. There
are no other sets of ripples to add to it, so there are no constructive
or destructive interference e↵ects, and no maxima or minima. The
result will be a uniform spherical wave of light spreading out in all
directions, like what we would expect from a tiny lightbulb. We
could call this a di↵raction pattern, but it is a completely feature-
less one, and it could not be used, for instance, to determine the
wavelength of the light, as other di↵raction patterns could.

All of this, however, assumes that the slit is narrow compared to
a wavelength of light. If, on the other hand, the slit is broader, there
will indeed be interference among the sets of ripples spreading out
from various points along the opening. Figure u shows an example
with water waves, and figure v with light.

self-check C
How does the wavelength of the waves compare with the width of the
slit in figure u? . Answer, p. 107

We will not go into the details of the analysis of single-slit di↵rac-
tion, but let us see how its properties can be related to the general
things we’ve learned about di↵raction. We know based on scaling
arguments that the angular sizes of features in the di↵raction pat-
tern must be related to the wavelength and the width, a, of the slit
by some relationship of the form

�

a

$ ✓ .

This is indeed true, and for instance the angle between the maximum
of the central fringe and the maximum of the next fringe on one side
equals 1.5�/a. Scaling arguments will never produce factors such as
the 1.5, but they tell us that the answer must involve �/a, so all the
familiar qualitative facts are true. For instance, shorter-wavelength
light will produce a more closely spaced di↵raction pattern.

Section 5.7 Single-Slit Diffraction 87
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Conjunto de N fendas  muito estreitas, separadas pela distância d

REDE DE DIFRAÇÃO
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Com o aumento do número de fendas (ou linhas) a largura dos máximos fica menor e 
eles ficam mais separados

http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/physics/DiffractionGrating.html
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Rede de Difração
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Limite de resolução

θ=separação angular entre 
os objetos puntuais S1 e S2. 
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θmin=λ/a Fenda de largura a

θmin=1,22λ/D Abertura circular 
de diâmetro D

Máximo de S2 coincide com o 
primeiro mínimo de S1

Limite de resolução- Critério de Rayleigh
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Objetos no espaço visual

George Serraut
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Difração de Raios X e lei de Bragg

 1895 – Descoberta por  W. Roetgen
1913 - Max von Laue
 – utiliza para revelar estrutura regular 3D 
de um cristal 

Onda eletromagnética - λ≅0,1 nm
Espaçamento entre os átomos em um sólido ≈ λ do raios X



Difração de Raios X e Lei de Bragg
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δ=2dsinθ=nλ

Interferência construtiva 
para as ondas refletidas 
nos planos cristalinos 

δ=diferença de 
caminho 

Lei de Bragg


